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Field Testing, 
Instrumentation 
&    Monitoring
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Monitoring 
Lateral

Movement
& 

Deformation 5



گراف زير نشان دهنده اطالعات پيزومترها در يك سد خاكي است  .
رفته متري نسبت به سطح دريا در بدنه سد قرار گ275پيزومترها از ارتفاع  

چه سد تغييرات پيزومتر ها ناشي از تغييرات سطح آب در درون دريا. اند
ه سد تغييرات سطح آب در درياچ يكي از منحني ها مربوط به . مي باشد

زومترها مي باشد، آن را در شكل نشان دهيد،  ديگر منحني ها مربوط به پي
؟مي باشند به نظر شما علت تفاوت رفتار آنها در چيست
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TDR
Time Domain 
Reflectometry 
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Cross-section of coaxial cable
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Two most common types of 
coaxial TDR sensor cables
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Deformed cable resulting in signature
“spike” on cable tester screen.
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TDR
This method involves grouting into a borehole, a co-
axial cable comprising inner and outer metallic 
conductors separated by an insulating material. 
When a voltage pulse waveform is sent down the 
cable, it is reflected at a point where there is a 
change in the distance between the conductors.
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TDR
Movement of a sliding plane that causes a crimp or 
kink in the cable is sufficient to change the 
impedance, enabling the instrument to detect the 
location of the movement.

TDR has proven an economical way to locate shear 
planes in active slides of both soil and rock masses. 
Using innovative cable placement, multiple shear 
planes can be detected. Even tension cracks can be 
detected from horizontal cable placement.
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Time–domain reflectometry

Working mechanism of TDR system 
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computer aided data acquisition form TDR 
system. 
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Installing coaxial cable in a rock pedestal
supporting a highway.
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Interrogating cable with cable tester.
Cable was installed to monitor

abutment slope movement.
Schematic of cable installation and monitoring.
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Remote system installed to monitor subsidence 
along a highway over an

active coal mine.
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Principles of Operation

 The TDR works on the same principle as radar. A 
pulse of energy is transmitted down a cable. When 
that pulse reaches the end of the cable, or a fault 
along the cable, part or all of the pulse energy is 
reflected back to the instrument. 

 The TDR measures the time it takes for the signal 
to travel down the cable, see the problem, and 
reflect back. The TDR then converts this time to 
distance and displays the information as a 
waveform and/or distance reading. 23



IMPEDANCE
 A TDR looks for a change in impedance 

which can be caused by a variety of 
circumstances, including cable damage, 
water ingress, change in cable type, 
improper installation, and even 
manufacturing flaws. 
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?
TDR Applications
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TDR
 TDR is radar in a coaxial cable, and is especially 

advantageous for remote monitoring because of its 
inherently digital nature.

 Advances can be separated into those that leverage use 
of long cables as transducers- “along” technology and 
those that employ probes at the end of cables- “point” 
technology.

 “Along” applications have the unique advantage of 
monitoring all along long cables – sometimes as long as 
1000 ft – for disturbances whose location cannot be 
predicted in advance. 
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TDR
 This application has been found particularly 

advantageous for remote monitoring of highways 
for mining induced subsidence, development of 
sinkholes, and landslides.

 It has also been found useful for monitoring of 
bridges for scour induced foundation movement 
and earthquake induced cracking of piers in 
inaccessible areas. 

 Point applications leverage the “up-hole” or out of 
the ground location of the electronics to measure 
at the end of many cables from one instrument.
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TDR
 This application has been found uniquely 

advantageous for measuring water content 
of sub base materials beneath pavements, 
pore water pressure in landslides and dams.

 Simultaneous measurement of water 
content and density is also under 
development. 

 A special focus is placed on the use of 
“along” technology for measurement of 
deformation.
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 Essentially TDR is radar along a coaxial cable that can 
enable surveillance of large volumes with a single 
instrument.

 Distances to reflectors along the cable are calculated by 
time of flight, and characteristics of reflectors anywhere 
along a cable can be discerned from details of their 
respective reflected signals. 

 The ability to interpret TDR reflections anywhere along the 
cable allows activity to be monitored over large volumes or 
areas and thus TDR monitoring may replace many single-
point measurement instruments. 

 This inherent surveillance advantage is propelling new 
applications of TDR in geomaterials for monitoring 
chemical spills, oil leaks beneath storage tanks, movement 
of rock in mines, and potential slope failures in soft soils.
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 TDR technology provides a compliment to slope 
indicator technology.

 TDR cable surveillance by its digital nature is 
automatically accomplished remotely and in 
addition is able to detect very thin or localized 
shear zones.

 On the other hand slope inclinometers have been 
employed successfully, are inexpensive to install, 
and are sensitive to small, non-localized shearing 
strains. 30



 Use of a combination of TDR and inclinometer or 
tiltmeter technology would allow both remote 
operation as well as sensing both gradual tilt and 
localized deformation.

 TDR technology is employed to monitor rock 
mass deformation in dozens and perhaps 100’s of 
mines worldwide. 

 It is less well known for its use in soil and 
landslides
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 CommScope coaxial, 22 mm diameter cable, with a solid 
aluminum outer conductor (P3-75-875-CA) has performed 
satisfactorily at sites where the deformation occurs in 
fractured rock. 

 Based on laboratory tests, the grout has a stiffness of 88 
MPa and a shear strength of 1.6 MPa. 

 The landfill case indicates that the sensitivity of this 22 mm 
cable installed in small diameter (100 mm and smaller) 
holes with weak grout responds satisfactorily even when 
installed in soft to medium strength clay.
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 Landslide monitoring involves determining 
certain parameters and how they change 
with time. 
 The two most important parameters are 

groundwater levels in the slope and 
movement. 
 Movement involves locating the depth of 

failure plane(s), direction, magnitude, and 
rate.
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 Depending on the complexity of the problem, one or all of 
these variables are desired. 

 Piezometers allow the determination of water levels.
 Inclinometers and tiltmeters allow determination of 

direction and rate, and to some extent, failure plane 
location. 

 Extensometers provide an indication of magnitude.
 Time domain reflectometry (TDR) can locate failure plane 

depth.
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 The basic principle of TDR is similar to that of
radar.
The cable tester sends an electrical pulse down a 

coaxial cable grouted in a borehole. 

 When the pulse encounters a break or 
deformation in the cable, it is reflected. 

 The reflection shows as a “spike” in the cable 
signature. 
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 The relative magnitude and rate of displacement, 
and the location of the zone of deformation can be 
determined immediately and accurately. 

 The size of the spike increase correlates with the 
magnitude of movement.

 A laptop computer is connected to the tester and 
cable signatures are written to disk for future 
reference.
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Cross-section of coaxial cable
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Deformed cable resulting in signature
“spike” on cable tester screen.
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 TDR cable signatures 
showing deformation 
which activated alarm 
circuit.
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 1 millirho =???
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 Principle of TDR In TDR, a cable tester sends a voltage 
pulse waveform down a cable grouted in a borehole,.

 If the pulse encounters a change in the characteristic 
impedance of the cable, it is reflected. 

 This can be caused by a crimp, a kink, the presence of 
water, or a break in the cable. 

 The cable tester compares the returned pulse with the 
emitted pulse, and determines the reflection coefficient of 
the cable at that point.
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 Electrical energy travels at the speed of light in a 
vacuum, but travels somewhat slower in a cable.

 This is called the velocity of propagation. 

 When the propagation velocity of a particular cable 
is known, the distance to any cable reflection can 
be determined by the cable tester.
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 Coaxial cables are composed of a center metallic conductor 
surrounded by an insulating material, a metallic outer conductor 
surrounding the insulation, and a protective jacket.

 Each cable has a characteristic impedance determined by its material 
composition and construction.

 If the cable is deformed, the distance between the inner and outer 
conductors changes.

 It is this change that causes a difference in the impedance, and a 
resulting reflection of the voltage pulse.

 Data consists of a TDR signature,
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 The length and amplitude of the reflections, a 
cable signature “spike,” indicate the severity of the 
damage to the cable. 

 TDR for determining ground movement requires 
reading the cable signature at regular time 
intervals.

 Ground movement, such as slip along a failure 
zone, will deform the cable and result in a change 
in cable impedance and a reflection of energy. 
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 This change can be used to determine the 
location of shear movement. 

 The change in impedance with time 
corresponds qualitatively to the rate of 
ground movement.
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Advantages

 1. Cost. Cable has a significant cost advantage vs. 
inclinometer casing.

 Some cables can be purchased for as little as $0.10/foot 
as opposed to $6 to $10/foot for inclinometer casing. 

 The cost of the electronic equipment is approximately the 
same: roughly $9000 per unit, but the price of new 
generation TDR cable testers is much less. 

 The cost of drilling is the same. However, with TDR there is 
no risk of losing an expensive probe due to a sharp bend in 
the inclinometer casing, only expendable cable is lost.
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Advantages

 2. Time. Besides the cost savings in equipment, the rapid 
reading of TDR cables means that more holes can be read 
in less time -- an additional savings in man-hours.

 A single cable, no matter how deep, can be read in less 
than 5 minutes as opposed to ½ hour to an hours to read 
an inclinometer, depending on depth. 

 Multiple cables at a site can be run to an easily-accessible 
central location and all cables read at the same time.
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Advantages

 .3. Remote Access. Telemetry using a datalogger and a 
hardwire or cellular telephone can be installed for real-time 
readings and/or difficult access areas without the need to 
visit the site.

 In-place inclinometers are available but, they are 
expensive and must be considered sacrificial. 

 Another advantage of remote automated systems is that 
other sensors can be included such as vibrating wire 
piezometers for water level measurements, potentiometric 
extensometers for ground surface movement monitoring, 
and electrolytic bubble extensometers for monitoring tilt.
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Advantages

 Any of these sensors, including TDR, can be 
programmed trip an alarm should their 
output exceed a predetermined threshold. 

 When TDR is installed in highways, traffic 
control is not necessary. 

 Cables can be run under the pavement and 
accessed safely from the shoulder.
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Advantages

 4. Attachment to Inclinometer Casing. TDR 
cables can be attached to the outside of

 conventional inclinometer casing.

 Although the cable will be affected by the 
presence of the casing, it usually outlasts the 
casing and can provide information about 
movement after the casing has been deformed too 
much for the probe to pass through.
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 5. Installing in Unusable Inclinometer Casing. If 
an inclinometer casing is not deformed too much, 
a TDR cable may be passed through bends to the 
bottom of the casing.

 The casing then can then be grouted and the TDR 
cable read other.

 6. Safety. With TDR, data collection can be done 
from a safe location, even from an office with 
remote data acquisition equipment.

 It is not necessary to expose a technician to 
dangerous traffic, or to landslide and rockfall 
hazards on moving slopes.
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 7. Data. In most unstable slope situations, the questions 
that need to be answered are:

 is it moving?; where is it moving?; and how fast is it 
moving? 

 TDR provides this information quickly. 

 It is not necessary to download data from a readout box 
into a computer and then plot the results. 

 The screen on the cable tester shows the cable signature 
immediately. 

 By comparing cable signatures over time, the location and 
changes in the rate of movement can be determined.

 Rates of deformation can be estimated by plotting the 
magnitude of the spike in the cable with time. 52



Disadvantages

 TDR has some disadvantages when compared with 
inclinometers. Anyone contemplating using TDR should be 
aware of these:

 1. Tilt Measurement. The coaxial cable used in TDR must 
be damaged by shearing, tension, or a combination of both 
to show up on a cable signature.

 For this reason, TDR cannot be used where shear zones 
do not occur and monitoring tilt is necessary.

 For example, inclinometers should be used behind 
retaining walls and other structures to monitor tilt.
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Disadvantages
 2. Magnitude of Movement. Some attempts have been 

made to correlate the amount of slope movement with a 
corresponding change in size in TDR spike.

 While some correlation between spike size and movement 
as recorded in a laboratory experiment have been 
determined, few correlations have been made in the field.

 3. Direction of Movement. TDR can only locate the shear 
plane.

 It cannot provide the direction of movement.
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 OTDR???
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Landslide shear zone kinks cable grouted into 
sliding and stable masses, which produces a 

reflection signal at the depth of the shear zone. 
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Comparison of TDR waveforms and inclinometer 
incremental displacement in deforming rock mass where 
joint displacement is shown by a single TDR reflection. 
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Comparison of TDR waveforms and inclinometer 
incremental displacement in deforming soft soil mass 

where the shear zone is outlined by two TDR reflections. 
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 Two rod TDR soil 
moisture probe 
(insert) and resulting 
waveform: output 
voltage, V0; voltage 
transmitted along 
probe, V1; time for 
pulse to travel along 
probe and return, t; 
and reflected voltage, 
V2 (13).
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Placement of 
TDR cable 
through bridge 
footing to 
monitor scour 
induced lateral 
displacement. 
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Tape 
Extensometer
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 The tape extensometer is used to monitor 
changes in the distance between two 
reference points.
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Application

 The tape extensometer is used to detect and 
monitor changes in the distance between two 
reference points.

 Typical applications include:
 Monitoring convergence of tunnel walls. 
 Monitoring deformations in underground openings. 
 Monitoring displacement of retaining structures, 

bridge supports, and other structures
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 A steel gaging tape is used to span the 
distance between the two reference points 
(with the body of the extensometer 
interposed). 
 Markings on the tape are used to identify the 

index holes that are punched into the tape 
every 50 mm or 2 inches.
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 The tape is about 165 mm or 6.5 inches 
shorter than its markings indicate, so it 
cannot be used as an surveyor’s tape. 
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Hooks

 The free end of the tape has a snap hook, 
which is attached to one reference point. 

 The tape is then unreeled until the operator 
can attach the hook on the instrument body 
to a second reference point.
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Nose & Index Pin

 The instrument nose has a slot for the tape. 
The operator slips the tape into the slot and 
engages the index pin in the appropriate 
index hole. 

 This provides a positive hold on the tape so 
that it can be tensioned.
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Tension Collar &Tension Control Marks

 The tension collar is rotated to apply tension 
to the tape. 

 When the control marks are aligned, the 
tape is correctly tensioned.
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Digital Display

 The digital display provides the fine 
readings.
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Digital Tape Extensometer 
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Digital Tape Extensometer
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 Reference points are stainless steel 
eyebolts that are threaded into groutable or 
expansion anchors. 
 Reference points may also be bolted to the
structure.
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Reference points installed in 
preformed holes in concrete liner
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Reference points grouted
into drill holes in rock
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Using Groutable Rebar Anchors in 
Rock or Concrete
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Using Expansion Anchors in Rock or 
Concrete
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Installing Points on Steel Structural 
Members
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Taking Readings

 Measurements obtained with the tape 
extensometer are used to calculate changes 
in the distance between two reference 
points. 
 It is not difficult to obtain good 

measurements, but you must follow a 
standard procedure.
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Hook the Tape
To Reference Points

 1. Check that the tape can be unreeled. 

 Remove the tape from the nose slot,if necessary.

 Flip the crank lever to the ready position.

 2. Attach the snap hook to the first reference point. 
 Then carry the instrument to the opposing reference point, 

allowing the tape to unreel as you walk.

 Hook the instrument body to this reference point.
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Tension the Tape

 1. Point the nose of the instrument directly 
at the opposing reference point.

 Pull on the tape, slide it into the nose slot, 
and engage the appropriate index hole with 
the index pin in the nose.

 Now the tape can be tensioned.
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 2. Hold the body of the instrument loosely 
and rotate the tension collar until the tension 
control marks are aligned.

 Tensioning the tape properly is the key to 
accurate measurements. 
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Obtain the Measurement

 Once the tape has been tensioned, you can 
read the instrument. 

 Add the value on the tape and reading from 
the display.
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Remove Tape Tension
and Wind Up the Tape

 1. Rotate the tension collar to release the 
tension, then remove the tape from the nose 
slot.
 2. Unhook the body, and walk toward the 

opposing reference point, winding up the 
tape as you go.
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• Metric‐Unit Examples The metric‐unit scale 
shows millimeters. The metric dial has 
graduations of 0.05 mm and one complete 
revolution represents 5 mm.

30 mm: 30 mm on the scale, 0 
mm on the dial.
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27 mm
27 mm on the scale, 7 mm on the dial. Use the 

inner set of numbers when the scale is above 
the half-cm mark.
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24 mm
24 mm on the scale, 4 on the dial. Use the outer 

set of numbers when the scale is below the 
half-cm mark.
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23.5 mm
23+ mm on the scale, 3.5 mm on the dial.
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23.25 mm
23+ mm on the scale, 3.25 mm on the dial.
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Tensioning the Tape
 To tension the tape, rotate 

the tension collar to align the 
tension control marks.

 • The top drawing at right 
shows a tape that is not 
tensioned.

 • The middle drawing shows 
a tape that is over-tensioned.

 • The bottom drawing shows 
control marks that are 
aligned, indicating proper 
tension. 103



Reading
the Digital Display

After the tape is tensioned, look in the window 
to obtain readings from the digital display.
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 The display shows 15.43 mm. 
 Add the tape reading to arrive at a sum of
12353.25 mm.
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Calculating Changes
 To calculate the change, subtract the initial 

reading from the current reading. 
 This example shows 0.17 mm of 

convergence.

•  A negative number indicates convergence.
•  A positive number indicates extension.
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Tape Extensometer Removal
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Borehole Rod 
Extensometer

113
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• Anchors: Three types of anchors are 
available: groutable anchors, hydraulic 
anchors, and packer anchors. 

• Rods: Each rod is made of 10 foot 
lengths of stainless steel that are 
threaded together. One end of the rod 
is attached to an anchor. 
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• Protective Plastic Pipe: Rods are encased 
in plastic pipe to prevent bonding 
between grout and rods. 

• One end of the pipe is attached directly to 
the anchor. The pipe is plastic and deforms 
with ground movement. 
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 Telescoping Joint: A telescoping joint 
connects the protective pipe to the base of 
the reference head. 

 The telescoping function allows easier 
placement of the head in relation to the 
tops of the rods.

 Reference Head: Measurements are made at 
the reference head. You may have an 
electric head with sensors or a mechanical 
head which is read with a depth micrometer 
rather than sensors.
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• Anchor Depth (A): Anchor depth is the distance 
from the top of the

reference head to the top of the anchor. See “A” in 
drawing at left.

• Rod Length (R): Steel rods are supplied in 10 foot 
(3.05 m) lengths that are screwed together to 
make longer lengths. 
R = A – 5 inches (127 mm)

• Length adjustment is made to the top rod only (the 
rod nearest the reference head. Cut off the top rod 
to obtain the correct overall length.

• Pipe Length (P): Protective pipe is supplied in 10 
foot (3.05 m) lengths. The overall length of the 
protective pipe must be about 17 inches (430 mm) 
shorter than the rod. 

• P = R – 17 inches (430 mm)
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Extensometers

Borehole extensometers consist of tensioned rods 
anchored at different points in a borehole. A change in the 
distance between the anchor and the rod head provides the 
displacement information for the rock mass.

Extensometers measure the axial displacement between a 
number of reference points along same measurement axis. 
The wire extensometer is widely used and may be installed 
on the slope surface, or within a borehole.

The extensometer must also be anchored outside the zone 
of deformation, which can be an issue if the deformation 
area is large.
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Extensometers

Multi Point Borehole Extensometer
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Dam Construction
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Hoover Dam
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Tarbella Dam – largest in Pakistan. 
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Karun-3 Dam in Iran
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Dam in Iran shown with silt in 
the bottom outlet and clean 
water coming out through the 
spillway. 
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Objectives

On completion of the module you should be 
capable of:

• describing the various types of dam 
construction

• describing the provision of spillways and river 
diversions

• planning detail surveys for damsite design

• planning dam wall monitoring surveys

• reading and understanding the plans and 
drawings associated with dam construction
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Introduction

The material covered in this lecture is specific 
to dam construction.  

It is assumed that the concept of control and 
detail surveys is already known by the student
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Dams

Dams are constructed for one or more of the 
following purposes:

• Storage of water for urban supply

• storage of water for farm irrigation

• flood mitigation
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Dams
• A watertight seal placed in a river in order to 

create a lake or reservoir by impounding the 
stream flow

• Must be stable under all loading conditions

• must resist 
– hydrostatic pressures on its upstream face

– destructive influences of water perculation and 
possible uplift due to it
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Investigation for Dams
Factors to be considered include:

• Geological conditions
– effect the location and construction of the 

foundations, abutments, dam itself, and spillways

• long and short term stream flow

• rainfall and storage reservoir characteristics 
of the proposed dam catchment

• access road 152



Investigation for Dams
Factors to be considered continued:

• local availability of earth and rock materials 
and their suitability for dam construction
– or as concrete aggregates

• degree of permeability of the rock formation 
on which the dam is to be placed
– may affect hydrostatic uplift pressures and the 

degree of grouting necessary to control it
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Investigation for Dams
Factors to be considered continued:

• planning for river diversion to occur while the 
dam is being constructed
– cutting a temporary channel which by-passes the 

dam itself

– installation of large pipes under the dam
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Investigation for Dams
Factors to be considered continued:

• provision of sites for:
– water intake structures and pumping stations for 

water supply dam
– Penstocks ( inlet tower )
– power station in the case of hydro-electric 

facilities
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Investigation for Dams
Factors to be considered continued:

• an Environmental Impact Study
– short and long term effects of of the proposed 

reservoir and the construction operations on the 
region

– aesthetics, plant and animal, ecology, fish 
preservation and public amenity of the reservoir 
and downstream reaches

– noise and dust hazards in construction

– effects of the dam on the regional micro-climate
156



Types of Dams

Dams are classified by the materials of which 
they are constructed:

• earth

• earth and rock

• rock

• concrete 157



Types of Dams
The first three can be subgrouped as 

embankment dams whilst there are also 
several different types of concrete dams:

• Embankment
– earth - earth and rock

– rock

• concrete
– solid gravity - concrete arch

– arch-gravity - hollow gravity

– prestressed concrete 158



Embankment Dams
One constructed of naturally excavated 

materials

• Two sub groups

– earthfill

– rockfill
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill
Dam composed 

entirely of 
soils

Thomson Dam, a 166 metre high earthfill and 
rockfill dam
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill

• Fine grained impervious material

• only moderate stability, necessitating flat 
side-slopes

• protect slopes from erosion by layers of 
rock rip-rap 162



Embankment Dams - Earthfill

• Symmetrical zoned material

• somewhat steeper slopes

• most common type
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill

• Hybrid of types A and B

• large upstream impervious section

• transition zone

• downstream pervious zone

• may be used when rapid reservoir draw 
down is not expected
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill
Process of dam construction:

• All vegetable matter and organic material is 
cleared from the dam site

• grout holes for the cut-off curtain are drilled to a 
depth where the grout curtain will effectively seal 
off the seepage of water beneath the proposed 
dam
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill
Process of dam construction:

• The holes are filled with cement-water at 
sufficient pressure to force it into rock fissures 
beneath the dam foundation
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill
Process of dam construction:

• When placing the embankment layers of 
soil should be kept horizontal, but graded 
slightly from the centre to the sides

• layers should be approx 
– 150mm after compaction for impervious core

– 225mm for outer pervious zones
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Embankment Dams - Earthfill
Process of dam construction:

• Protection of the embankment from 
upstream wave action
– stone rip rap commonly used

• prevention of erosion on dry downstream 
side
– grass, stone or concrete

• No earth dam should be overtopped from 
the reservoir, spillways are provided to 
discharge excess water from the reservoir 168



Embankment Dams - Earthfill

Crotty Dam, an 82 metre high concrete-faced 
rockfill structure. 169



Embankment Dams -
Embankment

between the clay core and the rock fill both upstream and downstream of 
the core. In foreground drilling rigs are being used to drill grout holes in 
the conglomerate, sandstone and shale foundation. Grouting is used to 
fill open cracks in the foundation rock so water cannot leak out of the 
dam and is carried out by pumping grout (a mixture of cement and 
water) under pressure into holes drilled in the foundation rock.

Windamere Dam under 
construction, a 69m high, Earth and 

Rock Fill Dam

Brown clay core in centre of photo with 
light grey andesite rock fill both 
upstream (left) and downstream 
(right) of clay core. Note the narrow 
zones of dark brown filter material
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Embankment Dams - Embankment 
or Concrete

Provided suitable materials are available 
embankment dams often offer a more 
economical alternative to concrete 
structures

The inability of the abutment materials to take 
the thrust from a concrete dam may dictate 
the construction of an embankment dam

however many sites are suited to concrete 
dams 171



Concrete Dams - Types
Types of concrete dams include:

– solid gravity

– concrete arch

– arch-gravity

– hollow gravity

– prestressed concrete
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Concrete Dams - Solid Gravity

Straight or curved relying on its weight for 
stability

• Concrete using large aggregate ( 150mm to 
225mm maximum size )

• dam is made up of individual vertical blocks 
with construction joints
– later grouted to prevent leakage 173



Concrete Dams - Solid Gravity

Warragamba Dam, 142 metre high concrete 
gravity dam 
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Concrete Dams - Buttress
Sloping concrete slab 

supported on a 
number of buttresses

• Massive buttress occurs when the 
buttresses touch 
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Concrete Dams - Arch
Upstream curvature 

transmitting the 
majority of its load 
onto the abutments

• Base thickness < 60% of its height

• where base thickness > 60% of its height, the dam 
is essentially a curved gravity dam

• suited to deep, narrow gorges of strong abutment 
material

• constructed in blocks- appropriate shrinkage gaps 
and construction joints
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Concrete Dams - Arch

• Gordon Dam in Tasmania is a 140 metre 
high concrete arch dam 177



Concrete Dams - Arch Gravity
Combination of gravity and arch dams

curved gravity dams
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Concrete Dams - Hollow Gravity
Rely upon their weight for stability

for watertightness, an impervious reinforced 
concrete membrane supported by 
buttresses securely keyed into sound rock

• Include

– slab and buttress, with inclined membrane

– massive buttress, touching buttresses

– conoidal, with a plane upstream face and 
identical massive buttresses

– multiple-arch, membrane is a series of arches 
as distinct from a slab 179



Concrete Dams - Prestressed
Downstream curvature

dam subjected to compressive forces before 
filling

after filling, tensile stresses resulting in the 
dam are counteracted by the already 
existing compressive forces
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River Diversion
Before the dam can be constructed, diversion 

of the river is necessary

Satisfactory handling of the stream flow 
during construction is vital to the success 
of the work

cost of river diversion must be compared with 
the risk of all or parts of the new dam in 
peak flood conditions

types of diversion
tunnel, flume, concrete or steel pipeline and open 
channel 181



River Diversion
Building a 

diversion 
tunnel

Cofferdams act 
as barriers to 
the river

Construction of 
the dam and 
power 
station

Closure of the 
diversion 
tunnel
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Spillways
• When dams are designed provision needs to be 

made to cope with large floods. Spillways are built 
to provide a path for floodwater to flow over or 
around the dam

• Spillways on concrete dams are usually 
constructed to allow water to flow over the 
top. 

• Spillways associated with embankment 
dams are built to take the water around the 
side of the dam and away from the 
downstream face.
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Spillways
• Overflow Spillway

– overflows a special section of the dam itself

• Byewash Spillway
– separate open flood channel cut through a nearby 

saddle and with a small weir at the upstream end

• Side-Inlet Spillway
– located on the steep side of the gorge

– direction of flow is parallel to the crest of the river

• Drop-Inlet Spillway
– water enters via a horizontal lip, drops through a 

vertical or sloping shaft and discharges through a 
horizontal or gently sloping culvert
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Spillways
• Overflow Spillways

• Glennies Creek Dam spillway
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Dam in Iran shown with silt in 
the bottom outlet and clean 
water coming out through the 
spillway. 
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Spillway Gates
• Allow control over the level of fill of the reservoir

• Used for three reasons:
– to reduce the cost of the dam

– to reduce the inundation of land in the reservoir area

– to reduce the downstream flood damage

• Three types
– sliding gates - shutters running grooves

– roller gates - employ rollers on the shutters

– radial gates - form an arc pivoting on a trunion bearing
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Outlet
• Necessary to make provision for the discharge of 

water as and when it is required for irrigation etc.

• Separate outlet required

– commonly a pipe passing under or through the 
dam, with discharge controlled by valves
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Damsite Surveys

• Study of existing topographic maps and aerial 
photographs will indicate possible dam sites.

• An estimate of catchment area and storage 
capacity can also be made

• Surveys required

– contour survey

– watershed traverse

– stability of site

– cadastral surveys 189



Dam Site Surveys -
Contour Survey

• Following selection of a possible site an aerial 
survey should be undertaken to provide a more 
detailed contour of the storage area

• Typical scale, 1 : 10000 with a 2m contour interval

• Allows more accurate computation of storage 
capacity

• if the site is feasible, the survey provides a more 
concise design location of the dam wall

• marks placed during the control survey for photo 
control also provides control for all future surveys190



Dam Site Surveys -
Watershed Traverse

• Where insufficient information exists to 
accurately determine the catchment area, it may 
be necessary to carry out a watershed traverse
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Dam Site Surveys -
Stability of Site

• Dam must be positioned where it will be stable and 
where the storage area does not have excessive 
underground leakage

• Soil and rock features must be carefully examined

• Large dams require test pits, bore holes and 
detailed geological survey

• small dams may require only test holes to 
determine sub-surface features

• the position of each investigation must be 
accurately located 192



Dam Site Surveys -
Cadastral Surveys

• Land to be inundated is resumed by the 
constructing authority

• Cadastral surveys required to delineate the land 
to be resumed

• Surveys will also be required to close roads 
passing through inundated land
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Surveys in Dam Wall Area

• General location of dam wall has been decided 
from earlier surveys

• Further surveys are required within this area to 
aid final design and computation of volumes of 
excavation and fill

- detail surveys

- definition of dam wall on plan

- location of limits of dam on 
ground

- by-wash

- clearing of site

- pipeline surveys

- road access

- pumping stations
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Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
Detail Surveys

• More intense geological and soil surveys are 
carried out

– ensure absence of geological faults

– determine required depth of stripping

• Detail and contour survey locating all topographic 
features, test-bores etc.

– total stations or GPS

– scale 1 : 1000, contour interval 1m
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Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
Definition of Dam Wall on Plan

• Following consideration of all factors, it is now 
possible to to define the centreline of the dam wall 
on the contour plan

– also, working to specified batters, the extent of the 
earthworks can be plotted on the contour plan
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Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
Definition of Dam Wall on Plan

• Crest RL 550m

• 5m wide pavement on top

• batters 2:1 197



Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
Locate Dam Limits on Ground

• Stability of dam is dependent on
– foundations, 

– materials used, and 

– method of construction

• Foundations

– remove all unsuitable material or unstable 
material from within the limits of the dam wall

• Requires definition of the limits of the wall 
marked on the ground

– toe of batters require pegging 198



Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
Grout Curtains

• Grout is pumped down drill holes bored along the 
centreline and on either side of it

• Centreline must be marked before actual 
construction commences
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Surveys in Dam Wall Area -
By-Wash

• The downstream face of an embankment dam will 
scour if water flows over the dam crest

• an outlet or by-wash channel is necessary to allow 
excess water to flow around the dam wall to be 
discharged away from the dam wall

– large dams normally have a large concrete channel

• The horizontal and vertical position of the by-wash 
must be defined on the ground 200



Surveys in Dam Area -
Clearing of Site

• Usual to clear the dam storage area of vegitation 
and tree cover prior to filling of the dam

• Requires definition of the limits of the dam 
storage area marked on the ground

– running the contour equal to full storage level
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Surveys in Dam Area -
Additional Surveys

• Pipeline alignment and sections from dam to 
consumer

• pipeline easement surveys

• access roads to dam site, and

• surveys for siting and constructing pumping 
stations
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Surveys in Dam Area -
Stability of Dam Wall

• Monitoring surveys
– to determine if any horizontal or vertical movement 

occurs after construction and in later years

– unusual movement may indicate dam failure

• Fix permanent marks along the crest of the dam 
wall and over the downstream face

• regular control surveys required

– must be able to identify small movement of say 
3mm in horizontal or vertical
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Small Dams

• Contour survey of pondage area is undertaken by 
ground survey rather than aerial survey

• only test bore-holes are used to determine sub 
surface features with respect to site stability 
investigations

• by-wash need only be a grass channel
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Proposed Earth Dam, General Arrangement 
and Detail (Sheet 1 of 6)

• Plan of Works Area
– dam centreline

– by-wash

– Drop Inlet

• Longitudinal Section

• Embankment  - Type Section

• Storage Capacity Diagram
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Proposed Earth Dam, General Arrangement 
and Detail (Sheet 1 of 6) - Plan of Works Area
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Proposed Earth Dam, Plan of Storage Area 
(Sheet 2 of 6)

• Control Traverse

• horizontal control
– datum, permanent marks

• vertical control
– datum, bench marks

• full storage level

• test holes, test Pit Logs
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Proposed Earth Dam, Standard 600 * 100 
Drop Inlet (Sheet 5 of 6)

• Typical Abutment Plan and elevation

• By-Wash Location Plan
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Proposed Earth Dam, Setting Out Survey 
(Sheet 6 of 6)

• Assist with setting out batter points
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نصب لوله و كابلهاي ارتباطي
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قابل قبول -الف
قابل قبول -ب
قابل قبول ولي حالت -ج 

الف و ب ترجيح داده مي 
 همچنين براي لوله. شود

بول هاي تقريبا قائم قابل ق
.است

غير قابل قبول -د
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